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Aviation files green flight plan
by Kerry Lynch
Sustainability is playing a major role during
this year’s Paris Air Show (PAS) as the global
aviation market expresses an increasing recognition that new technologies, biofuels, and
operational procedures must become more
environmentally friendly. “We think it [is]
clear the Paris Air Show is displaying something completely new,” said analyst Jefferies.
Jefferies earlier had identified the environment as a new risk to aircraft deliveries,
alongside conflict and trade war. “We felt
something had changed” and wondered
whether that would be evident at the Paris
Air Show, the firm said.
And it began with the opening Airbus
press conference with company CEO

Guillaume Faury saying, “We must find a
way to decarbonize aviation. This is for our
generation to do. It’s expected of us by the
flying public and by society.”
The universal sentiment prompted the
chief technology officers (CTOs) from
seven of the world’s major aviation manufacturers to issue a joint statement on the
second day of the Paris show: “Climate
change has become a clear concern for our
society. Humanity’s impact on the climate
requires action on many fronts,” they said.
The CTOs reiterated the aviation industry’s global commitment to reduce CO2
emissions to half of 2005 levels by 2050 and
to limit net growth by 2020.

Separately at the Paris Air Show, 23 industry leaders, research organization and university associations in Europe yesterday signed
a “Joint Declaration of European Aviation
Research Stakeholders Related to Clean Aviation in Horizon Europe,” stating a commitment to a future European partnership to
help with the decarbonization of aviation and
build on progress made under the Clean Sky
programs. Among the signatories were Faury,
Safran CEO Philippe Petitcolin, Rolls-Royce
CEO Warren East, and Leonardo CEO Alessandro Profumo.
They called on the European Commission, Parliament, and Council to finalize a
continues on page 11
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All-electric
Alice to fly by
end of 2019
Four years ago, Eviation Aircraft CEO
Omer Bar-Yohay introduced the allelectric Alice, a nine-seat, all-composite
aircraft targeting the short-range regional
airline market. Now, the full-scale prototype Alice is at the Paris Air Show and
Israel-based Eviation has secured a “double-digit” order for the $4 million airplane
from U.S. regional airline Cape Air.
“When we started in 2015,” Bar-Yohay
said, “we were written off as delusional at
best.” At the time, he promised to bring the
full-scale Alice to Paris 2019. “This is the
pinnacle of an insanely long effort,” he said.
Alice is equipped with three 260-kW Siemens electric motors fitted with Hartzell
variable-pitch propellers, with one on each
wingtip and one fitted to the tail. Electric
powerplant manufacturer magniX is also
offering a motor system for Alice.
The prototype brought to Paris has a
completed interior, BendixKing AeroVue
avionics suite, and Honeywell’s new lightweight fly-by-wire flight control system.
The landing gear, including the tall retractable tailwheel that protects the rear motor/
propeller from tail strikes, is made by
Italy’s Magnaghi Aeronautica. Carboman is

STOL ATR 42-600 launch
closer after Paris LOIs
by Kerry Lynch
ATR has secured commitments for 17 of its
short takeoff and landing (STOL) variant
of the ATR 42-600 and is hoping to launch
the program by year-end, CEO Stefano Bortoli said Wednesday at the Paris Air Show.
The 17 were part of commitments for some
75 ATR 42s and 72s valued at $1.7 billion
announced this week at the event.
Initially discussed at the 2017 Paris Air
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Show, the ATR 42-600S would reduce the
required runway length from the 1,050
meters for the traditional ATR 42-600.
The project would involve changes to the
braking and rudder controls and software,
among other areas.
ATR (Chalet 313, Static B8) plans to
offer the STOL variant as a 50-passenger
plane, but Bortoli said to use the STOL on
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Israel-based Eviation’s Alice is a 9-pax, all-electric trimotor the company plans to put into
commercial service by 2022, perhaps replacing Cessna 402s presently operated by Cape Air.
developing the composite-manufacturing
processes and built the prototype airframe.
Alice’s lithium-ion battery system is
enclosed in the nose and underneath the
wing-to-fuselage fairings, but also outside
the cabin structure (and eventual pressure vessel). The cabin is designed to be
pressurized, although the prototype and
first production Alices won’t be, and that
capability will be added later as a supplement to the type certificate.
Its batteries weigh 8,200 pounds, which
is 60 percent of the airplane’s 14,000-pound
mtow. Although there are three suppliers
for the batteries, which are off-the-shelf
automotive-type lithium-ion cells, according to Bar-Yohay, Eviation designed the
power and thermal management systems

to ensure maximum system safety.
Alice’s Honeywell fly-by-wire flight
control system will include features
unique to an electric airplane, including
the ability to manage the propellers’ pitch
and rpm to trade power for reduced noise
when necessary. Differential thrust from
each wingtip-mounted motor will help
compensate for crosswinds while landing,
so it won’t be necessary to bank into the
wind and thus more comfortable for passengers. The thin wings give Alice a high
wing loading, which is more comfortable
in turbulence, but the fly-by-wire system
can also help smooth out the ride, acting
as an augmented stability system.
If power is lost in one wingtip-motor,
continues on page 22

for new markets with a STOL aircraft.
“The aircraft has the capability to provide
significant advantages to airlines, boosting
Changes to brakes,
revenue potential and opening up new airports with shorter runways,” he said. “There
rudder, and software
are communities all over the world that will
(and possibly 10
be able to benefit from the increased confewer passengers)
nectivity that this aircraft will supply.”
will be needed to
In addition, Air Tahiti ordered two ATR
reduce the ATR
42-600S STOL aircraft. Manate Vivish,
42-600’s runway
general manager of Air Tahiti said they
requirement from
1,050 meters to 800. “will enable us to use higher-capacity aircraft for destinations which until now had
only been accessible with much smaller
aircraft.” Also, an unnamed customer
an 800-meter runway, loads may need to inked a deal for five of the model.
drop by as much as 10 passengers.
ATR signed a memorandum of underTurboprop aircraft leasing specialist standing with the Development Bank of
Elix Aviation Capital signed a letter of Japan to pursue the project, which Bortoli
intent (LOI) for 10 of the ATR 42-600S
said highlights the level of interest in such
variants, which will be capable of operat- a program. The Franco-Italian regional
ing out of runways as short as 800 meters. aircraft maker points to 1,200 turboUnder the LOI, deliveries of the aircraft props in the 30- to 50-seat market niche
would occur between 2022 and 2024.
that will need to be replaced in upcoming
Elix COO John Moore said his com- years and believes the ATR 42-600S will
pany does not typically place orders on be well positioned for that replacement.
speculation, but he sees a requirement
In addition to announcing the ATR
for the new variant since a number of 42-600S commitments, Bortoli said the
high-performance aircraft that operate company has also secured orders for 22
into shorter runways or more difficult ATR 72-600s from an unnamed customer
runway environments are getting ready to
and another for an ATR 42-600 from
be retired. Moore also sees the potential Colombian airline EasyFly.
n
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P&W GoFly
competition
entering
final stage

News Clips
American Airlines
orders 50 A321XLRs

As part of its global GoFly Prize competition, Pratt & Whitney (P&W; Pavilion
344) hosted a reception at the Paris Air
Show for the Netherlands’ Team Silverwing, a winner in both the first two
stages of the three-phase contest. GoFly
challenges entrants to design and build
a personal flying device capable of taking
off and landing vertically and traveling
20 miles without refueling.
Silverwing’s entrant, the S1, an electrically powered autonomous vehicle, has a
pod that seats one adult and two ducted
fans. A scale model of the S1 flew in Phase
2 of the contest.

The teams are
truly disrupting
what is possible.”
— P&W senior v-p of engineering Geoff Hunt

JAMES WYNBRANDT

Launched in 2017, the GoFly contest
aims to inspire and create the next generation of aerospace innovators and bring
some of their spirt into the organizations
funding the competition. P&W and Boeing are the primary sponsors.
“The GoFly competition is a natural fit
with Pratt & Whitney’s constant desire
to innovate and transform the future of
flight,” said P&W senior v-p of engineering Geoff Hunt. “The teams are truly disrupting what is possible.”
Entrants are still being accepted for
the contest, and teams have access to
mentors from the sponsoring organizations to provide technical advice and
other assistance. Phase 3 will culminate
in a gala public final fly-off, expected
early next year. A total of $2 million
(€1.78 million) will be awarded to participating teams in a variety of categories, with the $100,000 Disruptor Award
going to the winning team.
n

The Silverwing team won in two stages of
P&W’s GoFly competition. L-r: Akash Pandey,
James Murdza, and Ruben Forkink.
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by James Wynbrandt

Three M-346 have been delivered to the Galatina Air Base for the Italian air force’s pilot
training under the international Flight Training School. That base will be supplemented by a
second one in Sardinia, which will eventually have 22 M-346 trainers on property.

Italian air force, Leonardo
to add base in Sardinia
by Beth Stevenson
The Italian air force and Leonardo have
selected Decimomannu in Sardinia as the
second base for their International Flight
Training School (IFTS).
IFTS will be operated under a publicprivate partnership providing advanced
lead-in fighter training to allied air forces,
using a fleet of M-345 and M-346 aircraft—
designated T-345 and T-346 when used as
trainers in Italy—and will be co-located
between Galatina Air Base in Lecce and
Decimomannu in Sardinia.
Three M-346 have so far been delivered
to Galatina for the IFTS and are operational, and the fourth is expected to be
delivered by year-end, joining 18 M-346s
operated by the air force’s 61° Stormo
(61st Wing). At this point, the academy
will be ready to begin training pilots,
although which air forces will use it is yet
to be disclosed.
An initial batch of civil flight instructors
have so far completed training, and there
will be a total of three ready by the end of
2019 in line with the aircraft deliveries and
start of the project.
A preliminary design review of the
facility at Decimomannu has been completed, and the first M-345 examples will
arrive at Galatina in 2020 to consolidate
the basic training excellence center that
will be established there, and in 2021 the
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M-346 will be moved to Decimomannu
to add to the advanced training center of
excellence there.
“There has been a lot of study that
has gone into this,” Col Luigi Casali,
head of the air force’s training command, told media at the Paris Air Show
on Wednesday, adding that Decimomannu “has the ideal airspace, range,
and structures.”
It has a dual runway, dedicated airspace
that is suited to advanced training, and
live air-to-air and air-to-ground ranges for
advanced training. Eventually, 22 M-346
and some 40 civil/military instructors will
be based there, carrying out in excess of
70 advanced training courses flying more
than 8,000 hours per year.
The parties involved stressed that this
extension to Decimomannu is not just a
transfer of capability from Galatina, but
is a doubling of capability, demonstrating
the growth of the program. Plans for IFTS
include room for expansion, including for
the introduction of red air training and
the expansion to other platform types
including helicopters and unmanned
aerial vehicles.
IFTS was launched with partners
CAE and Babcock, but Leonardo confirmed that the latter is no longer part
of the project.
n

American Airlines is to add 50 Airbus
A321XLRs to its fleet, becoming the
first U.S. carrier to sign up for the
newly launched longer-range A321neo
derivative. The purchase agreement
includes the conversion of 30 of
American’s existing A321neo slots to
A321XLRs and incremental orders
for an additional 20 A321XLRs, Airbus
said yesterday at the Paris Air Show.
The airline is gradually renewing
its fleet, and in April introduced its
first of 100 ordered ETOPS-certified
A321neos powered by CFM LEAP-1A
engines. Its A321neos are configured
with 196 seats and feature the larger
Airbus Airspace XL overhead luggage
bins. American Airlines is scheduled
to have 17 A321neos by year-end and
50 by the end of 2021. At the end
of last year, the AA fleet excluding
regional partners comprised
956 aircraft including 34 Boeing
757-200s.

KLM inks deal for up to
35 Embraer E195-E2s

Embraer secured a letter of intent
from KLM Cityhopper yesterday
afternoon at the Paris Air Show,
covering up to 35 E195-E2 jets
and specifying a future firm order
for 15 of the new narrowbodies
and purchase rights on another
20. Embraer places the value
of the preliminary contract at
$2.48 billion at list prices.
KLM started the process of
replacing its fleet of Fokkers
with E-Jets in 2008. It now
operates 32 E190s and 17 E175s.
Appearing with Embraer
Commercial Aviation CEO John
Slattery, KLM president and CEO
Pieter Elbers confirmed that
deliveries would occur between
2021 and 2023. Featuring 30-percent
more range than the E195, the
E195-E2 would allow KLM Cityhopper
still farther into southern Europe,
although the airline currently has no
plans to significantly alter its route
structure, said Elbers. Plans call for
a two-class interior configuration
holding either 132 or 136 seats.
The larger airplanes fit well into
KLM’s plans to address congestion at
its Amsterdam Schiphol Airport base,
said Elbers. KLM Cityhopper managing
director Warner Rootliep said the
airline operates some 350 flights a day
out of Schiphol, or roughly one in five
movements at the airport.
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Indigo and its
LCCs add 50
to A321XLR
order book
by Cathy Buyck
Indigo Partners and three of the low-cost
carriers (LCCs) in which it owns shares
signed an MoU with Airbus to acquire
50 of the European airframer’s new
4,700-nm A321XLR. The deal, announced
on the third day of the Paris Air Show,
includes new orders for 32 examples and
the conversion of an existing order for 18
A320neo family airliners.
Airbus chief commercial officer Christian Scherer told AIN he did not know the
XLR’s order tally by heart, but “the counter
keeps clocking…it’s a good number.”
Twenty of the A321XLRs will be

Airbus A321XLR
allocated to Hungary-based Wizz Air, 18 is “an early and timely decision. We believe
to U.S. carrier Frontier Airlines, and 12 to we are ahead of the market with this.”
JetSMART in Chile. Wizz Air will be the
Wizz Air CEO Jozsef Varadi also
first of the three to take delivery of the emphasized the XLR’s range and economXLRs, starting in 2023. Volaris, the Mexi- ics, which he said “will give us a strategic
can LCC in which the U.S. private equity advantage.” The XLR will represent some
firm holds a stake, will not take any XLRs. 5 to 10 percent of his airline’s total capacThe four airlines now operate a combined ity once all aircraft on order are delivered.
295 A320 family aircraft, and, with the new
Frontier CEO Barry Biffle indicated
commitments, have 636 on order. “The XLR “there is place for a lot more” than the 18
will add significant range and will enable the XLRs the Denver, Colorado-based airline
airlines to stretch their network opportuni- has committed to. “This aircraft will enable
ties dramatically,” Bill Franke, founder and us to go coast to coast, reach almost all desCEO of Indigo Partners, explained to AIN.
tinations in South America from Florida,
The XLR has commonality with the
and even do Europe.” Frontier does not
A320’s training, maintenance, and reliabil- currently fly to Europe. “We would consider
ity, and those are elements “we are very it, but the airshow is not the place to make
familiar with,” he noted. Ordering the XLR network announcements,” he stressed. n

Farnborough 2020:
bigger, better

ISR Saab 340 returns to Paris
by David Donald
Luxembourg-registered CAE Aviation—not
to be confused with the Canada-headquartered training organization—is displaying
a Saab 340B outfitted for ISR (intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance) this week at
the Paris Air Show. The aircraft itself is no
stranger to the event, having been exhibited
by Saab in 2013, when it served as a demonstrator for the company’s Maritime Surveillance Aircraft offering.
Since then, the aircraft has been reregistered in the U.S. and received additional modifications. The original retractable FLIR Systems Star Safire EO/IR
sensor turret under the rear fuselage has
been replaced by an L3 Wescam MX-15
turret, while an MX-20 has been added
under the forward fuselage.
It is equipped with an AESA search
radar with inverse-SAR surveillance and
ground moving target indication modes.
When previously acting as the Saab

demonstrator, the aircraft was fitted with
a Telephonics RDR-1700.
Electronic intelligence sensors include
maritime AIS, direction-finding equipment and systems for the geolocation of
mobile and satellite phones. Datalinks
include high-rate satellite uplink, lineof-sight link, and a Rover-style link for
sending data to ground forces. A company
graphic shows four operator stations plus
additional seating in the cabin.
CAE Aviation undertakes a range
of “ISR by the hour” surveillance and
mapping missions under contract to
government agencies and commercial
organizations. Other types in the fleet
include Beechcraft King Air versions, Fairchild Merlin III/IV, Cessna Grand Caravan, and Casa 212 Aviocar. The company
declined to comment on any aspect of the
Saab 340 due to customer confidentiality
and the ISR nature of its capabilities. n

Though a year away, the Farnborough
International Airshow in July 2020
“is shaping up to be our biggest and
most dynamic yet,” said Farnborough International chief commercial
partnerships officer Amanda Stainer.
More than 90 percent of exhibition
space has been sold or committed,
she added.
Among the sectors driving demand,
“We’ve seen major growth among
defense exhibitors,” Stainer said.
International attendance is likely to
break records, as well. New country pavilions already include India,
Australia, and Mexico, with the total
expected to exceed 30. Overall,
“Around half of the world’s countries
will be at Farnborough,” she noted.
FIA 2020 (Hall 2B, Stand F156)will
also have the biggest space exhibition in its history, including China’s
largest presence at the show to date.
With global air cargo operations on
the increase, the show will also feature air “freighters on the ground, in
the sky, and being loaded.”
At the Innovation Hub, a new
Urban Air Zone will host the
fast-growing field’s innovators,
while leaders of the fourth industrial
revolution and digital technologies
will be exhibiting at Aerospace 4.0.
The hub will also include displays of
joint ventures between major companies, cutting-edge tech companies, and universities.
J.W.
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Rafael’s Sky
Spotter bests
legacy radar
by David Donald
While airspace surveillance in both civil
and military worlds relies almost totally
on radar, advances in threat technology
have rendered legacy radars less dependable than they once were. Jamming and
defense suppression attacks can disrupt
or deny large areas of coverage, while
low-RCS (radar cross section) targets and
those flying low and slow are increasingly
difficult to detect.
To address these issues Rafael has developed a passive, unjammable airspace surveillance electro-optical system that uses
medium- and short-wave infrared sensors
alongside visible light sensors to provide
complete coverage over a designated
area, ranging from a radius of one kilometer out to many tens of kilometers. The
employment of highly sensitive EO sensors removes the complications of radar
surveillance, such as background clutter,
multipath anomalies, and the inability to
spot targets such as small drones.
Known as Sky Spotter and already
implemented in the dual civil/military
Israeli airspace surveillance network, the
system can be used as a fixed national
asset, a gap-filler, or as a deployable asset
to rapidly establish airspace surveillance
during expeditionary operations. It can
be used as an adjunct to radar or as a
standalone system, and has applications
to air defense and counter-UAS missions,
among others.
Sky Spotter comprises a wide field-ofview staring sensor which maintains constant watch, its imagery being processed
to automatically provide a sense-andwarn function and to lock-and-track multiple targets simultaneously. The number
of staring sensors can be scaled to ensure
full coverage in a networked environment.
When a suspect object is automatically
detected by these sensors the system cues
an investigating sensor with a much narrower field of view. Imagery from this sensor can be used for investigation purposes
to determine what the target is, and can
theoretically eliminate the need to needlessly send manned interceptors to investigate blips on a radar screen that often
turn out to be harmless.
n
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Embraer preps for first KC-390 deliveries
by Matt Thurber
Brazilian manufacturer Embraer (Static
B8) brought its KC-390 tactical airlifter
to the Paris Air Show this week as production of the type accelerates to fill an
order for 28 by the Brazilian air force.
Embraer’s defense and business aviation
units will remain independent following
the upcoming sale of a majority stake to
Boeing of the company’s commercial aviation business. Boeing remains a marketing partner for the KC-390, however, and
this partnership is expected to be fully in
place at the beginning of 2020.
The air force’s first KC-390—the airplane
brought to the Paris show—is set for delivery in the next couple of months, according
to Jackson Schneider, president and CEO
of Embraer Defense & Security. The ninth
KC-390 is now in the assembly stage at
Embraer’s Gavião Peixoto, Brazil factory.
“We are convinced this will be successful,”
Schneider said, especially given that the
average age of the 2,700 airlifters that the
KC-390 could replace is 30 years. “It’s faster,
carries a heavier load, and has state-of-theart mission capability and avionics, and
lower maintenance and operating costs.”
Embraer has capacity to build 12
KC-390s per year, but could make more by

Embraer’s KC-390 features fly-by-wire, HUDs, and Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion avionics.
adding a third shift at the factories where
components and final assembly are done.
This would also require “solving some bottlenecks in the supply chain,” he said.
By year-end, a new training center near
Embraer’s headquarters in São Paulo will
open for pilots and technicians. While
there won’t be a full-flight simulator, the
KC-390 lab simulators will be available for
training as they fully replicate the type’s
fly-by-wire flight controls and Collins
Aerospace Pro Line Fusion avionics suite.

The KC-390 has some unique features
designed to aid its military capabilities.
Flaps, for example, can be set at one-degree
intervals from 0 to 40 degrees to help ensure
the correct attitude of the fuselage during
cargo drops. Two aircraft can plug into
wingtip-mounted refueling nozzles during
in-flight fueling operations. And the fly-bywire flight controls are set up with control
laws optimized for various types of flying,
including aerial refueling, cargo dropping,
and other special-mission-type flying. n

Women are winners with CAE scholarships
by Matt Thurber and Celia Konowe
the satisfaction she receives from flying
Training provider CAE revealed the names
of its first three Women in Flight scholar“is different from any career that I can posship winners on Tuesday at the Paris Air
sibly pursue.”
Show. CAE launched the Women in Flight
Nick Leontidis,
CAE showed a video of a Skype call as
program in December, committing to
each of the three were told that they had
CAE group
spending the money and resources needed
won, and the women were all genuinely
president of
to help encourage more women to join the
delighted and touched by their selection.
civil aviation
pilot ranks by becoming role models and
The company is awarding five total
training
influencers for potential future female pilots.
scholarships; the remaining two, for the
solutions
The scholarship program is for five
Air Asia Cadet Pilot and the American
pilots every year, and CAE (Chalet 62) is
Airline Cadet Academy programs, will be
paying the full cost of the winners’ flight program is a proactive step to promote a
announced later this year.
training and also helping arrange airline better gender balance and inspire a new
The scholarship program is just one
flying jobs for each winner. Known as
generation of professional pilots.
part of CAE’s efforts to grow the pilot
Women in Flight ambassadors, the winThe women welcomed into the scholar- population. It not only trains pilots from
ners will help drive awareness and pro- ship program are Georgina Thomas-Wat- zero to commercial airline-ready, but also
mote the pilot profession among women son, Generation easyJet Cadet program offers pilot, technician, and cabin crew
and increase diversity in aviation.
winner; Daniella Saucedo Orozco, Aero- recruiting and leasing services for airlines.
“This ground-breaking scholarship pro- mexico Cadet program winner; and Bisma
According to Leontidis, CAE is putting to
gram is a catalyst for more diversity in the Petafi, winner of the CityJet Climb High work the data that it gathers during traincockpit, and we congratulate the winners Mentored Cadet program.
ing and from its close ties with airline cusas they pave the way for a new generation
When asked about their passion for tomers. Training programs “can be made
of pilots,” said Nick Leontidis, CAE group
aviation, each had a different response. more efficient and more effective through
president of civil aviation training solu- Thomas-Watson discussed her desire to data,” he said. “If you look at the whole life
tions. “It’s only five women, but the point be a role model for her kids, even saying cycle of the pilots, from starting to being on
is that we will create five ambassadors to
that she convinced her daughter to call her the line, we see there’s a lot of opportunithe profession that will be followed over “‘super mommy’ because I’m learning how ties for leveraging data and analytics and to
the course of their career.”
to fly.” Saucedo Orozco found her passion make that training journey more efficient.”
Over the next decade, the aviation indus- when she discovered her love for aviation,
CAE also announced at the Paris Air
try will need more than 300,000 new pilots. including that “gender is no limit—our Show that it extended its pilot and cabin
As women currently represent less than 5 limit is the sky.” Bisma said that the pilot crew training contracts with SAS and with
percent of airline pilots, CAE’s scholarship
profession is incredibly unique and that Air Europa for five years.
n
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Apollo astronauts
mark Moon landings

Barely a month shy of the 50th anniversary of the Apollo program putting
the first human on the Moon, Apollo
astronauts Col. Walt Cunningham,
USMC-Ret. (Apollo 7); Col. Al Worden,
USAF-Ret. (Apollo 15); and Brig. Gen.
Charlie Duke, USAF-Ret. (Apollo 16)
took the stage at the U.S. Pavilion at
the Paris Air Show to answer questions
about their missions and thoughts on
the current state of aeronautics and
space exploration.
Asked about what they felt while
waiting to lift off, all agreed the primary concern was to “Please, keep
the clock [countdown] going,” as a
scrubbed launch would mean a delay
of at least a month, during which “a
thousand things could happen” that
could have derailed their lunar ambitions, said Duke.
All support a planned U.S. return
mission to the Moon and the establishment of a scientific station, “similar
to what we have in Antarctica,” Duke
said. “We had no problem working
on the Moon,” but longer sojourns
and habitation would present much
greater challenges he said, adding
that “Moon dust is really a problem.”
But none of the pioneers are sanguine about the prospects for a return
within the next five years. “I do not see
an increasing interest to pay what it’s
going to cost,” said Worden. In today’s
risk-averse environment, “Everybody’s
not supposed to stick their necks out,”
which he feels imperils the possibility
of future endeavors like Apollo.
Said Cunningham, “My plea is
everybody say, ‘Congress, you need
to provide the funding to NASA.’”
As for accomplishments in air and
space since, Worden said he was most
impressed by “watching a Space X
launch, and seven minutes later
watching the two Falcon Heavy boosters land at the same time on separate
launch pads.”
Looking ahead to the possibility of a
mission to Mars, “We may or not want
to go eventually,” said Cunningham,
“but the cost is going to be much more
than some people are suggesting.” On
the prospects of long-term habitation,
he said, “I believe, a colony on another
planet—it’s not going to happen.”
Worden, referring to the astronauts’
respective backgrounds as U.S. Air
Force and Naval aviators, noted he
had never stepped foot on the Moon,
instead flying the command module
that orbited its surface. “What did
they do?” he asked of his Moon-walking colleagues. “They walked, they
drove a jeep, they planted a flag.
They became Army guys, while I was
one of the real Air Force guys!” J.W.

DLR Falcon 20
spearheads
research
into climate
change
Making a welcome appearance this week
at the 2019 Paris Air Show is an example
of a French-style icon that is performing
important work in the effort to understand climate change 43 years after it was
first delivered for the task. Registered
D-CMET, the specially modified Dassault
Falcon 20E-5 has been operated by the
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR, German Aerospace Center) at
Oberpfaffenhofen since delivery from the
Dassault factory in 1976.
To permit the aircraft to undertake
atmospheric and climate research tasks,
D-CMET was the subject of a number of
modifications. A nose boom with integrated flow probe was added to measure
air inflow velocity and direction, while
three windows were installed for use with
atmospheric sensors such as LIDAR and a
side window for infrared and microwave
sensors. Various hardpoints are available
under the wings and fuselage for attaching sensor pods and particle measurement
systems, and there are four openings in
the upper cabin for air sampling.
Despite its years, the Falcon 20 is
young for an airframe, having been
used only sparingly. The type is highly

Dassault Falcon 20E-5
regarded for airframe sturdiness, with
its structural integrity giving crews confidence when flying missions in turbulent
air, such as when flying directly behind
another aircraft.
The aircraft entered the public spotlight in 2010 after the eruption of the
Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull closed
European airspace, flying sampling missions in and around the ash cloud. In so
doing, it became one of only a handful of
aircraft to fly during the shutdown and
it was instrumental in declaring the airspace safe for the resumption of services.
Since then the aircraft has flown on
various test programs around the world,
including missions over Antarctica. Its
onboard systems allow the measurement
of trace gases and aerosols, while samples
can be taken for laboratory research. A
key mission is to research the effects of
aircraft on atmospheric composition. n

Fives Group brings new tools, technology
Paris-based, machine tool and engineering giant Fives Group (Hall 2B, Stand
C186) is showcasing its full range of
aerospace machines, systems, and services this week at the Paris Air Show. This
includes its new, next-generation sensor
for in-process inspection of carbon-reinforced fiber layups that the French company said can reduce process time 30
percent over manual inspections.
The In-Process Inspection sensor,
developed by Fives with the National
Research Council of Canada (the patent holder) for the aerospace sector,
employs optical techniques adapted
from medical imaging applications. It
is licensed exclusively to Fives for composite applications.
Additionally, Fives is highlighting its
new high-speed, compact SuperCharger
ATL flat charge laminator, which brings “a
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new level of accessibility for those in the
market considering to enter or upgrade
their automated composite layup activity,”
the company said.
Also on display at Le Bourget are
its Robotic Viper, an automated fiber
placement tool that features a new
AFP head design and delivery system,
enabling work on highly radial and
complex parts. Meanwhile, the Fives
Group has teamed with E-Cobot to
develop a robot equipped with Fives’
latest Twin adapter, reproducing the
action of a human wrist, which can be
used to fill refrigerants. This application is on view in Hall 4 Stand F37, for
exhibitors from Région Pays de la Loire.
Fives is also hosting daily technology
and innovation presentations covering
these new developments and products
during the airshow trade days.
J.W.

Collins Aerospace snags
$1.5B in MRO, support deals
by Kerry Lynch
Collins Aerospace has captured more than multiple operators over the next 25 years.
$1.5 billion in new maintenance, support,
For Collins, the combination of the $1.5
and parts agreements crossing multiple billion in agreements that have accumulated
platforms and customers, the global sup- in the six months since UTC and Rockwell
plier and MRO provider announced Tues- Collins merged is particularly satisfying.
day at the Paris Air Show. This includes a “When we launched Collins Aerospace, we
$500 million, long-term deal with Ethiopian
set out with a strategy to clearly make cusAirlines that expands its presence in Africa. tomers our number-one priority,” Agrawal
The 25-year agreement with Ethiopian said, adding the $1.5 billion in new business
Airlines enables the carrier to service underscores that commitment.
components such as heat exchangers, air
He also believes that the company’s
management systems, and fuel metering flexible and tailored programs are helping
units on its fleet of 60 Q400 turboprops. drive that new business. The FlightSense
While Collins Aerospace has long pro- programs are offered in three tiers that
vided parts and components for Ethio- include FlightSense Repair pay-as-you-go
pian Airlines aircraft, the agreement is program and FlightSense Available asset
the first such deal with the carrier. It also management programs, along with Flightmarks a strategic expansion in Africa.
Sense Predictable.
“The announcement speaks very loudly
The agreements come as Collins’ MRO
to our commitment to Africa,” said Collins
business is experiencing significant
Aerospace aftermarket services president growth as airlines continue to expand and
Ajay Agrawal. “It is a fast-growing market. with a number of key new airliners reachAfrica has the second-largest and youngest ing the market. “We are working very
population,” the company said, outlining actively to project the needs for parts and
its ambitions to expand its reach there.
MRO,” Agrawal said, adding the growth
In addition, Collins Aerospace (Chalet has been global.
344) has reached agreements to provide
This has been fueled in part by a growits FlightSense support programs with two ing number of clients turning to the
Asia-Pacific airlines, including one with manufacturer for support. A key differJapan Airlines. Under the multi-fleet agree- entiator, he said, is the company’s ability
ment with Japan Airlines, Collins Aerospace
to tap into vast data sources and extenwill manage the MRO supply chain, provid- sive knowledge of the parts to develop a
ing onsite inventory. An undisclosed airline predictive approach to maintenance that
signed up for Collins’ FlightSense Predict- reduces downtime and unforeseen events.
able fixed-cost program, which includes
Powering this is a sizeable global network
advanced exchanges, for its Boeing 777 fleet. that has resulted from the Rockwell Collins
The bulk of the deals—which combine
and UTC merger, encompassing 78 MRO
to total $900 million, including options— shops around the world, 35 distribution ceninvolve new long-term FlightSense 787 ters, six 24/7 response centers, and 10,000
and A320 nacelle support programs for customer-support professionals.
n
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News Clips
Diehl awards Elbit J-Music
contract for German A400Ms

The Spy’Ranger 550 mini-UAV system is seen on its lightweight, easy-to-erect launch rail next to
its smaller stablemate, the Spy’Ranger 330. Both offer day and night surveillance, and targeting.

Thales launches larger
Spy’Ranger battlefield UAV
by David Donald
With its Spy’Ranger 330—for three-hour
endurance and 30 km line-of-sight radius—
being delivered to the Direction Générale
de l’Armament for service with the French
army from around the end of the year,
Thales (Chalet 265) has launched a larger
derivative of the UAV, the Spy’Ranger 550.
As the designation suggests, it has a fivehour endurance and effective operational
radius of 50 km.
Like its smaller cousin, the 25-kg mtow
Spy’Ranger 550 is launched from a rail that
can be assembled in less than 20 minutes.
Control can then be undertaken by a single
operator using a ruggedized laptop ground
station. Power is provided by two batteries
as opposed to the single unit in the 330.
In battle situations, Spy’Ranger 550
is aimed at brigade-level commands for

aiding indirect fire maneuvers. It also has
applications for special forces support,
border patrol, and critical infrastructure
protection. The system allows for missions
to be handed over between air vehicles to
maintain seamless coverage.
Spy’Ranger 550 is equipped with a modern image train, with a 1-kg high-definition
electro-optical/infrared sensor turret with
near-infrared laser pointer. The three-axis
gyro stabilization for the payload is derived
from that used in the Damoclès fast-jet targeting pod, and the onboard processing
system allows the auto-tracking of moving
vehicles.
The program to develop the Spy’Ranger
550 began around a year ago, with deliveries due to start to the undisclosed launch
customer in October.
n

Jetliner, fighter outlooks good
by Jeb Burnside
Forecast International (Hall 3, Stand
AB132), a Connecticut-based firm specializing in strategic planning and market
assessments for the aerospace, defense
and power systems industries, released
market predictions for large jet transports and, separately, fighter aircraft this
week at the Paris Air Show.
It estimates that some 30,171 airliners valued at $4.91 trillion (2019 dollars)
will be produced over the next 15 years.
Annual production of such aircraft will
increase from a projected 1,691 in 2019
to 2,127 in 2029, although what Forecast
International calls “retrenchment” is predicted between 2030 and 203.
Unsurprisingly, Forecast International
projects Airbus (47.7 percent) and Boeing
(48.1 percent) will almost equally split
the market for their products over the
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period, with production of aircraft like
the COMAC C919 and the Irkut MC-21
filling out the remainder.
Meanwhile, the company estimates
some 3,401 fighters worth $264.2 billion
(2019 dollars) will be produced from this
year through 2028. Forecast International
adds that these numbers are 17.2 percent
higher than for the previous 10 years, and
mean some 499 additional aircraft will be
produced during the period.
Worldwide fighter production over
the 10 years covered by Forecast International’s new study, “The Market for
Fighter Aircraft,” will peak at 371 aircraft
for both 2021 and 2022, with follow-on
production falling to 313 units by 2027.
The most-produced fighter during the
period will be the Lockheed Martin F-35,
the company concluded.
n
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Israeli defense electronics specialist Elbit
Systems has been contracted to provide its
J-Music directed infrared countermeasures
system for the Airbus A400M transport
aircraft of the German air force.
The $73 million award comes from Diehl
Defence which is the chief integrator.
J-Music is part of the A400M’s Defence
Aid Support System (DASS) that provides
a range of systems to protect the aircraft
against missile threats. Work under the
contract will be performed over four years.

14bis showcases logistics
tracking solution

Blockchain logistics tracking startup 14bis
Supply Tracking (at Antavia Amteq, Hall
2B Stand E94) brought its proprietary
middleware, designed to help identify
suspect and counterfeit aviation parts, to
the 2019 Paris Air show. The company’s
applications create a chain of authenticity
to follow an asset, substance or intellectual
property throughout its lifecycle, said
CEO and co-founder Eleanor Mitch.
The Boston-based company’s tracking
app can read any bar code and even
track nanoparticles or powders of the
type used in additive manufacturing.

Thailand signs up for RollsRoyce T56 3.5 engine upgrade

Thailand has become the first international
customer for the Rolls-Royce T56
Series 3.5 upgrade, which will be applied
to the Royal Thai Air Force’s C-130H
Hercules fleet. The first phase of the
program encompasses 20 engines from
the overall RTAF fleet of 58, to be
upgraded over the next three years.
The RTAF has selected U.S.-based Segers
Aero Corporation—a Rolls-Royce Authorized
Maintenance Center—to conduct the
work, as well as provide training, tooling,
technical support, capability development,
and field service support in conjunction
with the engine upgrade schedule.

Russian, Austrian Firms
Team on Med Mod

Rostoc State Corp.’s Russian Helicopter
Holding Company and Air Ambulance
Technology of Austria signed an agreement
on joint development and Russian
certification of a medical module for
installation on Ansat helicopters this week
at the Paris Air Show. The multipurpose
light-twin Ansat, which Russian Helicopters
said has the largest cabin in its class, is
widely used by Russian air medical services.
“Creation of the new medical module
which meets international standards
for medical aviation will allow the
holding company to expand the pool of
potential customers, including European
companies,” said Russian Helicopters
director general Andrey Boginsky. “We
expect that installation of such equipment
will help Ansat get a certificate of the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency.”

Honeywell, SmartSky team up
on 4G airline connectivity

Honeywell (Chalet 8) has been named
a value-added reseller (VAR) of the
new SmartSky 4G LTE network for the
North American airline market, the
companies announced this week at
the 2019 Paris Air Show. SmartSky
provides low latency air-to-ground
(ATG) broadband connectivity over the
Continental U.S. and coastal waters.

Van Horn Aviation
Makes Paris Debut

Exhibiting for the first time at the Paris
Air Show, rotor-blade manufacturer
Van Horn Aviation (Hall 3, Stand B43)
is highlighting its U.S. FAA-certified
composite main and tail rotor blades
for the Bell 206B/L and tail rotor blades
for UH-1 Huey models. The 206B/L/
OH-58 tail rotor blades are also approved
by EASA and Transport Canada, as
well as in Brazil, India, and Japan.
Last August, the FAA granted approval
for Van Horn’s Bell 206L Long Ranger main
rotor blades. The blades are manufactured
with carbon-fiber skins and spars, foam
cores, and replaceable abrasion strips.
The composite blades have “a service
life two to four times that of their metal
counterparts,” according to the company.

Peruvian certification
beckons for Mi-171A2

Russian Helicopters (Chalet 363) is in
discussions with the Peruvian civil aviation
general directorate concerning the
certification of the Mi-171A2 passenger/
VIP/cargo transport helicopter, the
most recent variant, and its UEC-Klimov
VK-2500PS-03 engine in Peru, scheduled
to be achieved later this year.

China Airlines To Order
Six 777 Freighters

China Airlines on Wednesday revealed
its intent to order up to six Boeing 777
Freighters. The Taiwanese airline plans
to transition to the world’s largest and
longest range twin-engine freighter
as it launches operations from Taipei
to North America and Europe—two
key markets that promise to provide
higher yields for the carrier.
China Airlines chairman Hsieh Su-Chien
said, “As we transition our freighter fleet
to the 777Fs from the older 747Fs, this will
enable us to deliver world-class services to
our customers more efficiently and reliably.”

Meggitt to provide brake-bywire for Qatar’s Typhoons

UK-based aerospace component/subsystem supplier Meggitt has been awarded
a contract to provide its advanced braking
systems for the Eurofighter Typhoon
aircraft that have been ordered for
the Qatari air force. Qatar signed a £5
billion ($7 billion) order for 24 Typhoons
in September 2018, with the UK’s BAE
Systems as the lead Eurofighter partner.

DLR Distributed
Electric Propulsion

Thales: AI is opportunity, not a threat
by Ian Sheppard
Thales, recognizing that there is a perception problem with artificial intelligence
(AI), has launched at the Paris Air Show
the concept of TrUE AI—for Transparent,
Understandable and Ethical.
According to Thales Group chief technology officer Marko Erman, Thales
started developing AI solutions around 30
years ago and has embraced it “from many
angles.” But the company felt increasingly
that a “framework” is required to help
put AI in context and prevent fear—the
typical imagery being of Skynet in the
“Terminator” films, and movies involving

androids. “AI functions very differently to
the human brain, actually,” he noted.
Building trust with customers is a key
aspect of TrUE AI and Erman said how
a company processes and secures data is
key. In April, Erman said, Thales acquired
cybersecurity specialist Gemalto to help
take care of security.
For applying AI to data, he said it was
important to ensure “biased” data was not
being used, while making how a result/
decision was reached transparent would
help the user/customer understand the
validity of the result. “You have to really

understand what the machine does compared to what you asked for,” said Erman.
With understanding, he gives the example of a future pilot trusting an AI assistant blindly—or where “the AI says turn
left and the pilot would rather go straight
on. It presents a dilemma” and the danger is the pilot won’t understand what is
behind the AI’s “advice.”
Thales is already using AI on preventative maintenance—“the first application.”
Where the AI predicts a failure, Thales
wants to be able to explain the reasoning.
It also acquired a company called
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framework for the partnership and provide
funding to develop, mature and demonstrate requisite technologies. The global
aviation leaders, meanwhile, pointed to
efforts well under way to reach their collective environmental goals, including the 2019
implementation of the Carbon Offsetting
and Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation (CORSIA).
This push is also evident throughout
the business decisions companies are
making. In announcing plans to acquire
Siemens’ eAircraft business, Rolls-Royce
executives on Tuesday pointed out that air
transportation accounts for only 2 percent
of worldwide emissions from fossil fuels.
But even so, that is still 2 percent of 32,314
million tonnes of CO2 emitted annually. The
acquisition will give Rolls-Royce a significant
foothold in the emerging market for electric
airplanes, as Siemens is already providing
powerplants for numerous platforms.
Sustainability is driving Boeing’s decision
to invest in technologies such as electric
aircraft, Steve Nordlund, v-p and general
manager for Boeing NeXt—the company’s
division for urban, regional, and global
mobility—added on Tuesday. He said Boeing is looking at a suite of possibilities from
biofuels to hybrid-electric engines and
all-electric vehicles. That was on display this
year as Boeing brought its autonomous Passenger Air Vehicle electric vertical takeoff
and landing (eVTOL) craft to Paris.
These emerging technologies garnered
considerable attention, from the debut of
the magniX all-electric propulsion systems to the debut of the Eviation Alice
electric commuter aircraft, along with
displays of VoltAero’s Cassio I, the German DLR Distributed Electric Propulsion
concept, and Airbus’s Vahana. Also at the
show was the Onera Dragon as part of the
Clean Skies 2 exhibit.
This is an area attracting substantial
investment from both emerging and
well-established companies. Bell CEO
Mitch Snyder also said on Tuesday the

Boeing PAV
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Green flight plan

company is focusing on the VTOL market
as it maps out decisions for new products.
Safran unveiled a full range of electrical
systems at Le Bourget, from its GENeUs
lines of smart generators and batteries
to its power management system and
motors—highlighting a range of options
for eVTOLs.
Beyond all-electric, hybrid-electric also
has been at the forefront. Bell is initially
proceeding with a hybrid VTOL given the
challenges that still exist with battery power,
Snyder said. GE Aviation president and CEO
David Joyce said on Monday he was bullish
on the future of hybrid technology and reiterated the engine-maker’s commitment to
research. However, he believes much work
still remains ahead on the battery side of the
equation to reach the proper weight ratios.
The younger generation of workers is
propelling these efforts, added Daniel
Moczydlower, senior v-p of engineering
and technology for Embraer, during yesterday’s Embraer innovation panel. “Their
commitment to sustainability is huge,”
Moczydlower said. “They expect it from
the company at all levels.”
Beyond electric, executives are looking
to nearer-term solutions. ATR recently
obtained an independent opinion from
environmental researcher Vigeo Eiris that
its line of turboprop aircraft is eligible for
green financing, ATR CEO Stefano Bortoli
said yesterday, stressing his company’s
commitment to sustainability.
Gulfstream continued its commitment
to biofuels, flying its G650, G550, and
G280 to the Paris show on a sustainable
aviation biofuel blend.
In its analysis, Jeffries conceded it had
concerns that the environmental push was
more a focus in Europe, but concluded, “that
is patently not the case.” The show of unity
on the issue might prevent CORSIA from
faltering, the analyst said, expressing the
belief that the scheme is essential to avoiding “dislocation through unilateral action.”
But the analyst remains concerned
about the future if progress is not made.
“We are not convinced that risk or threat
has gone away, nor sure how big the risk
or threat might be.”
n

Onera Dragon
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continued from page 1

Psibernetix that has developed algorithms for use in a flight simulator. They
are genetic algorithms using decision
trees and “fuzzy” logic—replicating pilot
decisions using pilot knowledge. “The AI
is able to do it much faster than a human,”
said Erman. “And Psibernetix already
slowed it down by 200 times but still AI
won—and the algorithm was run on a
very cheap PC.”
Thales is working to offer its aerospace
customers “a toolbox of ‘algos’ that are
understandable…some of the algos may
be certificated sooner than others.”
“Then there is ethics,” said Erman. “We
don’t believe AI is a threat to humanity…it
is still a machine and is staying a machine.
It’s unable to develop its own plan—but
could be misused or malfunction.”
n
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point to something that is theoretically
possible.” The construction of the Mk41
land-based vertical launchers allows containers with BGM-109 Tomahawk cruise
missiles to be put into their slots without major problems, according to Polish
defense portal defence24.

The Polish Angle:
Go On with BMD Deployment

NATO, Russia spar over missile defenses
by Peter Dunai
NATO’s layered ballistic missile defense
(BMD) is part of the Alliance’s response
against the increasing threat posed by
the proliferation of ballistic missiles and
changes in the political climate. In central
eastern Europe (CEE) a key component
of this system—capable of eliminating a
limited ballistic missile attack—is being
deployed at two bases: in Deveselu, Romania (operational) and Redzikowo, Poland
(under construction). Although they are
operated by U.S. personnel, they constitute part of the overall NATO system.
As the official name of the Deveselu/
Redzikowo bases indicates (Naval Support Facility-NSF, in Deveselu, the first
Aegis Ashore Missile Defense Facility),
it is part of a larger system that includes
ship-based Aegis assets. For the time
being, only the U.S. has the complete
technology in NATO to build and operate
this key BMD layer.
BMD capability in Europe combines assets commonly funded by all
NATO-members and voluntary contributions provided by some NATO-member
countries, including BMD assets deployed
on ships (radars, communications, command-and-control systems, advanced
alert and detection capabilities, missiles/
launchers) and/or ground-based ones.
The Deveselu component of the BMD system achieved initial operating capability
almost three years ago.

The U.S. Angle: No Threat to Russia

The U.S. deploys the most sophisticated,
multi-layered BMD system in the world.
For Europe, Redzikowo and Deveselu constitute the main components of a regional
BMD system. For the U.S. they are part of
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a larger, global shield intended to protect
U.S. and allied interests in most European NATO-member states. The 2019 U.S.
Missile Defense Review states: “The U.S.
relies upon nuclear deterrence to address
the large and more sophisticated Russian
and Chinese intercontinental ballistic
missile capabilities.”
It implies that the BMD system
deployed in Deveselu/Redzikowo cannot
maintain a protective envelope against a
massive ballistic missile attack with dozens of missiles launched simultaneously
by an adversary. Thus, the Russian accusations that the system is aimed against
them are groundless, DoD sources said.

Russia cannot
understand what
tasks the Aegis Ashore
system will accomplish
for terrestrial use in
ballistic defense.
Perhaps the problem is
that we understand
the threats differently
from the U.S. and
its allies”
— Sergei Riabkov, deputy minister for foreign affairs

The U.S. complains that, by deploying 9M729 missiles, Russia violates the
1987 Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF)
Treaty. Russia denies this and counters
by saying that the U.S. is violating the
Treaty as the Mk41 launchers deployed
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in Deveselu and Redzikowo are capable
of launching ground-to-ground missiles
and thus pose a threat to Moscow.

The Russian Angle: Suspicion

Russia followed deployment of the systems in CEE with increasing suspicion.
It mostly coincided with the post-2014
period, as tension between Russia and
NATO increased due to events in Eastern Ukraine and the annexation of the
Crimea. The Alliance stated that: “NATO
missile defense is neither designed or
directed against Russia and nor will it
undermine Russia’s strategic deterrence
capabilities. It is intended to defend
against potential threats emanating from
outside the Euro-Atlantic area.” Nevertheless, Russia deployed ballistic missiles, other assets in Kaliningrad, some
150 miles from Redzikowo.
“Russia cannot understand what tasks
the Aegis Ashore system will accomplish
for terrestrial use in ballistic defense. Perhaps the problem is that we understand
the threats differently from the U.S. and
its allies,” Sergei Riabkov, deputy minister for foreign affairs was quoted by TASS
news agency as saying.
Riabkov added: “It is also unclear for
Russia how the U.S. can guarantee that
the universal Mk41 launchers included in
the Aegis Ashore system [in Deveselu and
Redzikowo] will not be used to launch
ground-to-ground missiles. We have often
discussed this issue with our American
colleagues during the INF negotiations.”
Valery Gerasimov, Russian chief of general staff and first deputy defense minister
on INF talks and the controversial Mk41
launcher issue, said, “Indeed the Russians

In March 2018 Poland signed a contract
with the U.S. to buy MIM-104 Patriot
missile systems, hosting the second BMD
layer in the country. They will form the
basis of the Wisla medium-range air
defense program. The Polish defense
ministry announced in May 2019 that it
ordered 73 Jelcz vehicles to be integrated
with the Patriot air defense system. The
contract value is approximately PLN171
million ($44 million).
In the first stage, in 2021 to 2022,
Poland will receive two Patriot batteries
with Raytheon’s PAC-3 Missile Segment
Enhancement (MSE) missiles—the latest
version, dedicated almost entirely to the
anti-ballistic mission, and the Northrop
Grumman Integrated Air and Missile
Defense Battle Command System (IBCS).
According to sources familiar with the
deal, Polish companies will produce components for launchers, transport vehicles,
and communication systems.

Romania: Backbone of CEE BMD

The Deveselu facility is scheduled to
undergo technical work during a temporary shutdown. The U.S. deployed
a THAAD missile defense system to
Romania to maintain cover while technical work is underway on the Aegis
Ashore Ballistic Missile Defense site.
Once in place, NATO’s Allied Air Command will assume operational control
of the unit, U.S. European Command
(EUCOM) said.
Romania has bought MIM-104 Patriot
systems. Together with Poland, Romania
constitutes the backbone of CEE ballistic missile defense with the Aegis Ashore
envelope protecting not only CEE but
most of Western Europe.

Europe-U.S. Tension

In the context of the current tension
between Europe, the EU, and the United
States, an April 2019 study published by
the London-based International Institute
for Strategic Studies dealt with the hypothetical scenario of the U.S. leaving NATO.
The question is if that would lead the two
U.S. missile defense facilities in Romania
and Poland to close down or be reactivated with European NATO personnel.
And would the latter be achieved
by European hardware and/or a mixed
U.S.-European team under European
leadership using U.S.-manufactured
equipment based on multi- or bilateral
agreements? In short, is there a way for
Europe short-term to replace the two
American systems in Poland and Romania plus the Turkey facility supporting the
two Aegis Ashore BMD-installations? n

With more personal space and the widest economy seat in its
class, SpaceJet offers space where it matters. See what else
we’ve upgraded at MitsubishiAircraft.com/SpaceJet

GKN Aerospace expanding
technologies, capabilities
by Ian Goold
GKN Aerospace (Chalet B379) is increas- performance assessment in U.S. flight
ing investment in its four global technol- trials and with Airbus on its test aircraft.
ogy centers (GTCs) in 2019 while also
GKN group owner Melrose has supexpanding capabilities that are “driving
ported the long-term growth strategy GKN
company growth.” Revenue in 2018 was Aerospace had in place at the time it was
just over £3.5 billion ($4.5 billion).
purchased. Last year’s investment was its
Claiming to be a technology leader in “highest ever” at more than £75 million, with
additive manufacturing (AM) with com- planned 2019 total investment “set to be
ponents flying on multiple platforms, higher still.” Investment has included a new
GKN is introducing at Le Bourget new GTC strategy and specialist technologies.
AM programs in engine systems and aeroA new GTC to be launched in the UK
structures. “AM transforms metal manu- next year will lead advanced-composites
facture, dramatically lowering critical work for the Airbus “Wing of Tomorrow” At this GKN Aerospace production facility in the Netherlands, workers are focused on developing
‘buy-to-fly’ costs by producing complex program and will be the base for key AM large-scale thermoplastic primary aircraft structures for an unnamed major customer.
near-net-shape geometries with lower activity. The center will continue to focus
material waste and at reduced cost in on GKN’s energy-efficient aircraft techScheduled to open by year end is GKN position on the Lockheed Martin F-35
energy and carbon emissions,” according nology and to accommodate technical Aerospace’s GTC at Hoogeveen in Holland Lightning II, for which it provides the
to GKN, which was acquired by venture skills development in the UK.
that will complement the UK center and cockpit canopy from a Florida facility,
capital company Melrose last year.
GKN’s wing-of-tomorrow work involves be used in “leveraging thermoplastics for and to transfer its U.S. military fuel and
GKN Aerospace’s composites activity a partnership with Airbus aimed at deliver- the future.” A 2,000-sq-m shop floor will flotation systems from the UK to Alabama.
aims to improve each step of manufac- ing key enablers for a major development include multifunctional demonstrator-build Overall, some 20 GKN Aerospace sites
turing, “from high-rate automated depo- (or replacement) of the A320 single-aisle
areas, while 300 sq m of office space will contribute to the F-35, while the company
sition to alternative curing and joining family, according to engineering and tech- support 30 full-time equivalent jobs. New said it is also set to benefit from growth in
methods, rapid non-destructive testing, nology senior vice president Russ Dunn. equipment for out-of-autoclave processing F-15 and F/A-18 aircraft work.
surface protection and coatings, and auto- These include: a rapid production-rate is expected to offer 30 percent lower energy
Military sales account for almost 30
mated laser repair of damaged structures.” ramp up to 60-100 per month two years
consumption and CO2 emissions.
percent of GKN Aerospace revenue
Composites work at the company’s Dutch
after start; 100 percent quality; a reduced
Also in the Netherlands, GKN Fokker and the manufacturer foresees specialglobal technology center (GTC) is focused launch period, to five years from offer to has been part of Fokker and Gulfstream
technologies opportunities for U.S. milon development towards large thermo- market to service entry; and lessons learned Aerospace research and development itary markets.
Asia ambitions include entering the
plastic primary structures, working in from legacy programs, for example, imma- to produce an area-ruled thermoplastic
collaboration with a major customer.
ture technologies inserted into production. composites fuselage panel. This aims to China aftermarket, increasing its share
GKN centers in the Netherlands, SweGKN reports investment of more demonstrate a 30 percent weight-reduc- of the transparencies market, and develden, the UK, and the U.S. are “collabora- than £20 million in the program’s engi- tion potential compared to aluminum and oping manufacture of specialized rubber
tive spaces for research and talent skills neering integration and development, lowest-cost composites-panel concepts.
fuel tanks for helicopters in India with
development,” within academia, the com- comprising four elements: composites
The GKN Aerospace Innovatum GTC partner Godrej Aerospace (including suppany’s supply chain, and local ecosystem
and metallic wing ribs; integrated fixed in Sweden will be expanded and updated port for customer offset needs).
networks. Each center focused on a spe- trailing-edge assembly; 17-meter-long to create Innovatum 2.0 by increasing
GKN Aerospace wants to develop
cific technology, including AM, thermo- single-piece composites rear spar; and shop-floor, office, and training space and new materials to exploit aircraft elecplastics, and “smart” aero-engine systems. wing trailing-edge equipment.
incorporating Industry 4.0 manufacturing- trification to reduce ice-protection sysIn aircraft transparencies, GKN AeroOther efforts are aimed at developing technology demonstrators.
tem power requirements, while also
space is developing hydrophobic-coating new design tools, methods, and people
GKN Aerospace has set up a new Spe- exploring niche technologies and martechnology further. “The permanent sur- to exploit AM using a data-driven mate- cial Technologies (ST) division (previ- ket opportunities. Other plans include
face treatment delivers in-flight/ground- rial-centric approach and an additive- ously called Special Products), overseen qualifying a new hydrophobic flight deck
operation rain shedding and significantly industrialization program that uses by ST chief executive Gavin Wesson. Last window coating, as well as investment
enhances resistance to surface abrasion,” “Industry 4.0” automation and data year, the division saw sales worth £200 in passenger-cabin window automation
said the company. The technology, which exchange and simulation to develop laser million, representing about 5 percent of and its UK fuel and flotation systems
could eliminate the need for windscreen metal deposition with wire (LMD-w) and gross revenue, as the company made a facility at Portsmouth.
wipers and deicing fluids, is undergoing powder-bed technologies.
“significant” investment of £50 million in
The manufacturer has been rationalcore technologies activity.
izing its UK business, including planned
The manufacturer identifies “attrac- closure of the Kings Norton factory by midtive specialist positions in niche markets,” 2021. “Our work packages at Kings Norton
claiming to be number one in electro- are predominately based on high-volume
thermal ice protection, military canopies, single-aisle transparencies, [which] are
and airliner passenger-cabin windows; commoditized products,” GKN Aerospace
and second in the provision of flight deck told AIN. “The work will transfer to other
windows and rotorcraft fuel tanks.
GKN Aerospace sites and low-cost areas.
This will be a two-year program, and full
Global Expansion Efforts
details are still being finalized.”
As GKN Aerospace continues to
The manufacturer is at pains to emphastrengthen its global network, the com- size that it is also making big investments
pany has been analyzing the ST division in UK facilities. This year, such investfootprint and setting a long-term strategy, ment includes £13 million in the Portsincluding expansion in the U.S. and estab- mouth fuel and flotation facility and £2
When it’s completed in 2020, GKN Aerospace’s Bristol, U.K. facility will serve as a center for
lishing a presence in Asia.
million in the British GTC in Bristol: “We
In the U.S., the manufacturer proposes
are very committed to the UK,” the cominnovative technology aboard the next generation of fuel-efficient aircraft. The company
additional investment to strengthen its pany concluded.
n
expects the facility to eventually house some 300 engineers focused on aircraft structures.
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Poland
continues to
fly the MiG-29,
but is looking
to the West for
a replacement.
The F-35A is
considered the
front runner.

Visegrad4 countries seek air power boost
by Peter Dunai
In central eastern Europe (CEE), the
Visegrad4 Group (Poland, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, and Hungary) maintains the core
of the region’s air power. As former Warsaw Pact countries, they operated Soviet/
Russian-made equipment, and all four are
currently converting to modern Western
makes. The transformation is not simple:
funding issues and political will determine
the nature and speed of it. Relations with
Moscow also constitute a factor, although
not as strong as it would seem.
Poland, militarily by far the strongest
of the four, maintains the most negative
political relationship with Russia. Nevertheless, its percentage of Russian/Soviet
equipment as a whole is not significantly
smaller than that in the other three countries. Hungary’s (and to a lesser extent
Slovakia’s) relations with the Russian
Federation are considered the closest of
the four, with the Czech Republic standing
in the middle. Nevertheless, in May 2018
the incoming defense minister in Hungary
kicked off an unprecedented re-armament
campaign, involving air and land force
assets bought from Western countries.
All four V4 nations need to maintain
some defense-related contacts with the
Russians out of necessity. In the late transition period (well after the 1989 to 1990
regime changes) all four countries simultaneously deployed Soviet/Russian aircraft
and air defense assets as they introduced
newly acquired Western weapons systems.
This is typical in the field of fixed- and
rotary-wing aircraft. All four V4 members
plan to use the Mi-8/17/24 multipurpose
helicopters over the next three to five years
as key tasks are assigned to the new equipment of U.S., Franco-German, and Italian
origin. With the fighter-bomber (multirole)
fixed-wing aircraft there are similar patterns to follow.
Poland—which has the largest fleet
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of fighter-bomber-ground attack aircraft—keeps the MiG-29 and Su-22 in
service alongside F-16s, but is now seeking a replacement. In late May a request
for details concerning the acquisition of
F-35As was sent to Washington. Hungary
and the Czech Republic—which each
leased a squadron of NATO-compatible
JAS 39 Gripen fighters (10 JAS 39Cs and
two JAS 39Ds)—have already decommissioned their MiG-29s.
Hungary lost two Gripens in 2015, which
were later replaced or repaired. The Czech
Republic’s extended leasing contract
expires in 2029. Hungary decides in 2026,
after the expiration of the modified lease
agreement, whether to buy the aircraft or
acquire another type, with the F-35 or new
F-16s being possible options.
12

Hungary has been trying unsuccessfully to sell its retired MiG-29s (many of
them were poorly maintained), while the
Czech Republic followed another path. In
the mid-1990s, 10 Czech air force “mothballed” MiG-29s were bartered with
Poland for PZL-Swidnik W-3 Sokol helicopters, as the Czechs urgently needed
them to replace their own obsolete Mi-2s.
Germany transferred 22 MiG-29s (of the
former East German Air Force) to Poland
in 2003, as the Luftwaffe took delivery of
new Eurofighter Typhoons.
After the Soviet Union had fallen apart
and the Warsaw Pact disbanded, the
Russians repiaid outstanding loans with
military hardware to keep the former
allied countries—now NATO members—
dependent as far as servicing, spare parts,

Defense spending of the V4 countries in 2018
10.75

10
8
2018 defense budget in $ billions

6
4
2.45
2

1.57

1.19

0
Poland

Czech Republic

Hungary*

Slovakia
Source: tradingeconomics.com

*Hungary in 2019 spends 41.75 billion on defense. As MoD state secretary Szilárd Németh
said, out of that $514 million is slated for increasing capabilities, procurement included.
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and resale permission. Thus, Hungary
received new MiG-29 air superiority fighters (withdrawn from service, although
they were relatively new with at least five
to 10 years’ service life remaining).
All the CEE NATO partners show the
symptom of a specific “diversity” in their
arms procurement pattern and equipment acquisition. Both the Czech and
the Hungarian Air Forces fly the same
aircraft (JAS 39 Gripen C/D) but as of
now, there is no large-scale cooperation
in joint procurement of spare parts, ordnance, aircraft upgrade, or establishing
joint servicing/MRO-facilities.
The same situation prevails with the
other pair, Poland and Slovakia, which
fly F-16s or have them on order. Three of
the four V4 air forces have the Raytheon
AGM-65 air-to-ground missile in service,
and there is plenty of opportunity for
joint support, but these countries do not
seem to fully exploit the synergy. A glimmer of hope appeared in September 2018
as the Czech and Slovak prime ministers
agreed to pursue joint procurement—but
it concerns only suppliers from the two
countries.
As a whole, V4 countries, like most
of the region, made large increases in
military expenditure in 2018. Defense
spending in Poland during the past year
rose by 8.9 percent. The increases in CEE
spending are largely due to perceptions
of a threat emanating from Russia, Pieter
Wezeman, a senior researcher with SIPRI
AMEX program said. Russian military
spending has actually fallen for the past
two years. In 2018 Moscow spent 3.5 percent less on defense than in 2017.
The diversity characterizes both procurement processes and supply sources. As far
as the V4 is concerned, in the past years,
Poland centered on U.S. defense equipment suppliers, while the Czech Republic
and especially Hungary presented a more
balanced approach in terms of supplier
base. European manufacturers constituted
the backbone of Hungary’s air force/air
defense-related procurement. Hungary procured 20 Airbus H145M and 16 H225M helicopters, together with two A319 transports.
According to media sources, the purpose
of the Hungarian prime minister’s recent
Washington trip was to tilt the balance
by preparing a large-scale acquisition of a
U.S.-made mid-range air defense system to
replace the obsolete Russian 2K12 KUBs.
In late 2018 Slovakia signed a $1.8
billion procurement contract with the
DoD for Lockheed Martin F-16V Block
70/72 combat aircraft (12 single-seat,
two tandem-seat). It includes delivery of
AIM-120C7 AMRAAM and AIM-9X air-toground missiles.
Poland and the Czech Republic want to
buy attack/recce helicopters. The Czech
MoD allocated $450 million to procure
two more Airbus C295 transport aircraft
as well as to replace its KUB 2K12 SAMs
with a short-range air defense system.
Hungary has plans to buy a transport aircraft with a loading ramp.
n
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Rolls-Royce researching
composites, electric power
by Ian Sheppard
mix” of technologies it can take off the
shelf when the time is right.
Phil Curnock, Rolls-Royce chief engineer of technology and future programs,
said there are three key pillars of technology. “We can’t optimize the gas turbine
much more. We may be able to optimize
with electricity, but the larger aircraft will
still need gas turbines.”
The Rolls-Royce Ultrafan program introduces a power gearbox between the turbine fan and
Therefore, Rolls is focused on increased
intermediate pressure compressor to ensure all components operate at their optimum speed.
aircraft/engine integration with airframers,
and electrification, conscious of the need in the U.S. “More aggressive” testing will power rig in October. Testing will take the
to further reduce fuel burn and increase continue this year, said Curnock, who PGB up to, and beyond, 80,000 shp.
efficiency to help the industry meet its
added “We’ll really give it a rough ride.”
ACARE 2050 targets for CO2, NOx, and
Also at Derby is the construction site
Electrification
noise reduction. With Advance and Ultra- for the new, vast UltraFan test cell (Test While Rolls is involved in several electric
Fan engines, it estimates further emis- Cell 80). Rolls hopes to run the full Ultra- aircraft/powerplant projects for smaller
sions improvements of 20- and 25-percent Fan demonstrator in its new test cell in
aircraft and eVTOLs, it also is investing in
respectively over current engines. (See 2021, while the flying demonstrator is also electrification of larger aircraft, where pure
facing page.)
being prepared to take the larger engine. electric isn’t feasible in the foreseeable
Rolls has its Advance 2 technology- Gareth Hedicker, director of develop- future. Eddie Orr—the head of capability at
development program for smaller aircraft ment and experimental engineering, said, Rolls-Royce Electrical who looks after the
such as business jets and Advance 3 for “Once it’s finished it will be the largest company’s global research and developdeveloping and moving on from its cur- indoor test bed in the world.”
ment projects in this burgeoning area—said
rent three-shaft Trent family. Curnock
Separately, Rolls-Royce continues to Rolls is determined to remain a pioneer in
gave a wide-ranging update on a long list test its 80-cm-diameter Power Gear Box aerospace, to such an extent that “Rollsof programs.
at its Dahlewitz, Germany site. Five PGB Royce is moving to become a tech company.”
At its Derby, UK headquarters, Rolls
articles (of a total of seven or eight) havWith electric, “We see it as a new S-curve
is currently developing the ALPS engine, ing been tested now on the attitude rig. at the point when we can’t get much more
which incorporates a composite fan that “We’ve got more than 250 hours of test out of the gas turbine, although the gas
has flown already on a Trent 1000 fitted to
experience already,” said Curnock, who
turbine will be core to our business for
the company’s Boeing 747 flying testbed added the sixth PGB will be put on the decades to come,” according to Orr.
Overall, he said, “our business is being
the propulsion provider of choice.” To
ensure it has the technology ready, Rolls
has “a growing electrical global footprint”—
an Adour engine being tested with moreelectric elements at its plant in Bristol,
England; a smart motor team in Norway,
working in the E-Fan X project, based on a
BAe 146 aircraft; a team in Dahlewitz working on opportunities with smaller engines;
and a team in Singapore working on energy
storage and power electronics—not to
mention its planned acquisition of Siemens’
eAircraft unit.
Along with E-Fan X, which uses a modified AE2100 engine to drive a generator
which in turn drives a motor/fan, with
first flight planned next year, Rolls has the
ACCEL single-seat racer project with Electroflight and YASA. It hopes to flight test the
ACCEL racer in 2020 and then later attempt
to break the electric aircraft speed record.
Additionally, the company has its
M250 hybrid demonstrator, with initial
ground tests completed late last year in
the U.S. “The next step is to make this
more bespoke—we’ll get it on a platform
and get it flying. We’ll demonstrate three
modes of operation—series hybrid, parallel hybrid, and turbo-electric.”
He added there was a debate in the
industry about whether to “bring out a
Lockheed Martin and the U.S. Air Force once again brought an F-35A Lightning II to the Paris Air Show, following the type’s historic debut and new ATA chapter” to help shape stanflight demonstration at the 2017 event. To date, more than 400 of the multirole jets have been built for militaries around the world.
dards for such tech.
n
DAVID McINTOSH

While Rolls-Royce (Chalet 93) has a very
strong position in the large commercial aircraft powerplant market with its
Trent family of high-bypass turbofans,
the company is not resting on its laurels.
According to director of marketing Richard Goodhead, the company is on 35 aircraft types but predicts there “may be a
paradigm shift” with electrification of aircraft—similar in gravity to the post-WWII
shift from pistons to jets. Meanwhile, he
pointed to “the D-word”—digitization—
as the key “enabling technology.”
“The Intelligent Engine (IE) is the
vision we subscribe to in all parts of civil
aerospace,” said Goodhead. “Combining
products, services, and digital, IE allows
us to have an engine that is connected,
contextually aware, and comprehending”—the so-called “Three Cs.”
Back in the world of airline operations,
Rolls’ mantra is “The Power of Trent”
with three-shaft engines that are on “one
in every two aircraft” in the world widebody fleet, said Goodhead. The next generation of widebody engines from Rolls
has yet to be defined as it depends on
what the aircraft manufacturers want, not
to mention that a relevant aircraft has yet
to be launched. However, it is developing
its UltraFan with a range of development
projects designed to give it a “pick and

The latest fifth-generation fighter
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UltraFan advances R-R
toward a greener future
by Ian Goold
Rolls-Royce (Chalet 93) reports “great program Andy Geer. “After five evoluprogress” with the UltraFan engine that tions of the Trent [itself derived from
it plans to run in a testbed in 2021. With RB211-524 technology], Rolls-Royce has
lean-burn/low-emission combustion, an
identified the need for a step change to
advanced core with ceramic-matrix com- meet the demands of the next decade on
posites and super nickel alloys, as well civil large engines.”
as a power gearbox (PGB) to reduce fan
Rolls-Royce aims to cover three
speed, program building blocks are falling “closely inter-connected” pillars of prodinto place, according to Rolls-Royce civil
uct innovation: continue to optimize the
aerospace future programs chief engineer gas turbine, increase airframe/engine
Phil Curnock.
integration, and electrification.
Other characteristics include carbon/
titanium (CTi) fan blades and composite
Driving Down Emissions
engine casing to reduce weight. The man- Regarding integration, Curnock said that
ufacturer aims to complete design and aerospace philosophy is no longer to
analysis this year, ahead of manufacture marry the very best airframe and engine
and assembly in 2020.
to obtain the optimum end-product. Now,
UltraFan is a scalable design planned manufacturers must address engine/wing
to be 25 percent more fuel-efficient than close-coupling, short-inlet, pylon-mount,
R-R’s first-generation Trent engine and
and engine heat-load challenges.
suitable for new single- or twin-aisle airHe detailed several such integracraft entering service from the mid-2020s. tion challenges. Powerplant/wing couIt represents the company’s most-signifi- pling has implications for structural
cant step in engine architecture since the concepts and novel pylon technoloRB211 three-shaft powerplant pioneered gies, while short engine inlets might
around a half-century ago.
require “translating cascades, novel surThe consistent drive for improved face treatments, [and] electrical nacelle
fuel-burn has driven gas-turbine devel- anti-icing.” Meanwhile, pylon mounting
opment for at least 40 years, according includes consideration of engine stiffness,
to UltraFan chief engineer and head of but management of higher engine-heat

Seeking ‘significant flexibility,’ Qantas
becomes latest Airbus A321XLR customer
Australia’s Qantas Airways has placed
an order for 36 Airbus A321XLRs, the
airline announced Wednesday. The deal
involves a conversion of an existing order
for 26 A320neos and a new firm order for
10 A321XLRs.
Qantas said the deal offers “significant
flexibility” for the airline group—which
includes Qantas low-cost carrier—to
make adjustments to delivery schedules, depending on market conditions.
It added that the XLR will improve fleet
flexibility and network options for potential use by different airlines in the Qantas
Group. Its 4,700-nm range means the carrier can open new destinations or replace
widebody aircraft on existing routes.
The A321XLR’s range exceeds that
of the A321LR by 15 percent, thanks to
additional fuel tanks in the belly of the
aircraft plus improved aerodynamics and
a 25 percent increase in mtow compared
with the group’s existing A320s.
“We already know the A320 is a great aircraft and this new variant can fly further and
more efficiently than any other single-aisle
jet on the market,” said Qantas Group CEO

Alan Joyce. “It can fly routes like Cairns-Tokyo or Melbourne-Singapore, which existing narrowbodies can’t, and that changes
the economics of lots of potential routes
into Asia to make them not just physically
possible but financially attractive.
“We’ll take a decision closer to the
time about which parts of the group will
use these aircraft, but there is plenty of
potential across Qantas and Jetstar. We’ll
also take a view on whether they are used
to replace older aircraft or whether they
are used for growth, which will depend
on what’s happening in the market.”
As announced in early 2018, the first
deliveries from the group’s A320-family
order will begin with 18 A321LRs for Jetstar, arriving between mid-2020 and mid2022. They will operate a mix of domestic
and international routes.
The first A321XLR would be available
to the Australian company from the 2024
financial year onwards. The Qantas Group
A320 family order count now stands at 28
A321LRs, 36 A321XLRs, and 45 A320neos,
with continued flexibility around timing and
structure in negotiation with Airbus. G.P.

Testbed 80

ACCEL
loads must not compromise powerplantsystem integration.
To improve environmental performance of its engines, R-R is committed to driving down emissions. Hence,
UltraFan and its related Advance core
sibling represent a “big step forward”—
an enhanced intermediate-pressure turbine (IPT) drives the fan via a gearbox,
allowing deletion of the low-pressure
(LP) turbine.
Compared with late-20th century
engine performance, R-R aims for UltraFan to demonstrate by 2025 respective
reductions 25 percent, 60 percent, and
up to 15 percent in CO2, NOx, and noise
(dB) emissions. Longer term, the Advisory Council for Aviation Research and
Innovation in Europe (ACARE) Flight
Path 2050, targets are 75 percent, 90 percent, and 65 percent, respectively.

Six Technology Programs

As R-R continues optimizing propulsive efficiency by increasing engine-bypass and -pressure ratios, UltraFan is
one of six full-scale architecture and
design-technology programs underpinning company strategy. These include
an advanced core, lean-burn/low-emissions combustion, and small-engine
core and fan development alongside
manufacturing, materials, and “intelligent” systems work.
Further, the very-high bypass-ratio
design is one of 12 full-scale demonstrator
programs also covering advanced LP systems, high-temperature turbine-blades,
and electric-aircraft research.
High-power testing of the PGB, which
involves more than 500 lines of instrumentation, has been under way since
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May 2017 on attitude (“tipping and turning”) and power rigs at R-R’s Dahlewitz
plant in Germany. Running started in
2016 and now has begun on the fifth—of
a planned seven or eight—test articles,
with a sixth one “on build.” Some 250
hours’ testing had been completed by
late last month as endurance and reliability running continues.
The PGB involves an outside ring
gear, five internal “planet” wheels running around a central “sun” gear. In
2017, the company demonstrated a maximum power output of 70,000 to 80,000
pounds of thrust, although the gearbox
is thought to be good for up to around
120,000 pounds of thrust—“whatever
airframe manufacturers may require,”
said Curnock.
Beyond the PGB, another new element
on UltraFan is the high-speed IPT, which
drives the fan and IP compressor and on
which full aerodynamic testing has been
completed. An aerodynamically representative IPT prototype was run at very high
speeds and temperatures.
Since, in Curnock’s words, “big engines
need big testbeds,” R-R is building a new
facility, Testbed 80, which will be commissioned in Derby next year. Testbed 80
will be used initially to run a Trent engine
before UltraFan testing.
Under an April 2018 agreement, RollsRoyce is collaborating with Airbus for
integration flight-testing of UltraFan. The
arrangement, which is co-funded by the
Clean Sky 2 European Union emission-reduction technology research program,
will see the European airframe manufacturer providing both nacelle- and engine/
aircraft-integration architecture and technology “enablers.”
n
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Carboman gains valuable
experience with Eviation
by Kerry Lynch
Carboman Group, a collection of five businesses with varied manufacturing technologies, is diving further into the business of
developing, prototyping, and manufacturing advanced composite aerostructures.
Its first full fuselage application, the ninepassenger electric Eviation Alice, is on display this week at the Paris Air Show.
Carboman (Hall 2B, Stand B67) has
worked with Eviation over the past year
to develop the fuselage and assemble
Alice at its plant in Vannes, France. Israelbased Eviation, meanwhile, completed
the integration of the systems in Vannes.
The aircraft subsequently will be shipped
to Prescott, Arizona, where a two-year
flight-testing certification program will
take place under an agreement with EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University. First
flight is anticipated later this year.
For Carboman, the work was the

culmination of combining companies,
including three over the past decade, that
could help facilitate its move to become
more deeply involved in the aeronautical
structures market, said Gregoire Metz,
managing director of Carboman Decision.
The Alice fuselage pulled together
expertise from Carboman’s Multiplast,
Decision, and SNE-SMM companies.
Capabilities include CNC machining,
autoclaves, ovens, a TPT plotter, and a
paint booth.
Decision SA has a history of producing carbon fiber structures for aircraft,
including the Solar Impulse models. SNESMM, a Brittany, France-based composite tooling specialist, is the most recent
company, joining the group in late 2017.
Its addition brought five-axis CNC equipment, including one that enables ultralarge prototype molds.

With a background producing large
racing yachts, longer than 22 meters each,
Yann Penfornis, director general of Multiplast, said its equipment could easily
handle the airframe for the 12.2-meterlong Alice. The fuselage was made in two
halves, reducing weight. In fact, nearly 60
percent of the airplane’s 6,350 kg (14,000
pounds) Mtow comes from battery weight.
Eviation has ordered a second fuselage
and work on that is expected to begin in
September, Penfornis said. Carboman
will develop the manufacturing process
in preparation for full production of the
Alice. In addition, Carboman is in discussions and has projects under way on other
aviation models. But Carboman is not yet
ready to discuss those efforts.
As this work continues, Carboman
has been investing in increased tooling,
including plans for a new 250-degreeCelsius autoclave that will be placed at
the company’s Ecublens, Switzerland site.
“Our mission at Carboman has always
been to develop the construction methods for tomorrow’s composite structures
and we are excited to be working on so
many aerospace projects now,” said company chairman Dominique Dubois.
n

continued from page 4

All-electric Alice to
fly by end of 2019
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MATT THURBER

the opposite motor will reduce power to
prevent asymmetric thrust from causing
a loss of control, while the rear motor can
provide enough power to keep the Alice
flying. In fact, Alice can continue a takeoff with loss of both tip thrusters at V2,
according to Bar-Yohay.
The battery system adds further safety
backup in that it can be split into 16 separate “strands” that can each fully power
the motors. “It’s taken redundancy to the
extreme,” he said.
Performance of the Alice as a regional
airliner includes range with 45-minute
reserve of 565 nm and 240-knot cruise
speed at 10,000 feet (265 knots at 32,000
feet for the pressurized version). The concept, from the beginning, was to develop an
airplane that small regional airlines could
use for trips that are just too expensive in
larger turbine-power airplanes, including
serving smaller airports where most airlines can’t cost-effectively operate.
To that end, the Alice’s direct operating costs will be $200 per hour, he said,
which is about 20 percent of the cost of
operating a similarly performing turboprop or 40 to 50 percent cheaper than a
piston-powered airplane like the Cessna
402s that Cape Air currently operates.
Even better, he explained, is that as battery technology continues to advance at
about 2 to 3 percent per year, operating
costs of the Alice will keep dropping.
“Cape Air is the ideal client,” Bar-Yohay said, adding that the airline will work

PARIS

Eviation’s instrument panel mockup at the 2019 Paris Air Show features a clean design, sidesticks,
and a Garmin G5000 integrated flight deck. Not seen is a Honeywell flight control system.
closely with Eviation to develop pilot and
technician training programs.
The battery system on the Alice will be
fully rechargeable in one hour and 10 minutes, using a half-megawatt charger on a
mobile “bowser” truck that itself is charged
up by plugging into the local electrical grid.
This avoids having to build charging stations at airports, he said. Not all routes will
require a full charge—the basic ratio is a half
hour of charging time per hour of flight.
After the Paris show the Alice will be
disassembled and shipped back to Eviation’s facility in Prescott, Arizona, to
begin preparation for first flight, which
is expected by year-end. The flight-test
program should last 24 to 30 months,
said Bar-Yohay, followed by FAA Part 23
certification. Flight testing will begin in
Prescott but will also take place in Moses
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Lake, Washington, working with engineering and flight test experts AeroTec.
However, Eviation is facing some steep
hurdles in terms of certification, not only
because it would be the first all-electric
multiengine airplane to be certified by the
FAA but also because it would become the
first Part 23 fly-by-wire design. Eviation
is working closely with the FAA, and by
year-end Bar-Yohay expects to have the
certification basis and means of compliance completely defined and in hand. Certification is planned in 2021, with entry
into service in 2022.
Bar-Yohay is happy to have made it to
the Paris show with the Alice prototype
on display. “This is an exciting accomplishment,” he said, “especially here on
the grounds in Paris, but it’s also very
clearly just the beginning.”
n
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